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BASE INSTITUTE NAMAKKAL | www.ibpsguide.com SBI PO Prelims 2017 – Practice Mock Test-13 (Based on Previous Year Pattern) REASONING ABILITY Direction (1-5) : Study the following information carefully to answer the given questions Eight persons form different banks viz. UCO bank, Syndicate bank, Canara bank, PNB, Dena Bank, Oriental Rank of Commerce, Indian bank and Bank of Maharashtra are sitting in two parallel rows containing four people each, in such a way that there is an equal distance between adjacent persons . In row - 1, A, B, C and D are seated and all of the are facing south. In row - 2, P, Q, R and S are seated and all of them are facing north. Therefore, in the given seating arrangement each member seated in a row faces another member of the other row. (All the information given above does not necessarily represent the order of seating as in the final arrangement) I) C sits second to right of the person from Bank of Maharashtra. R is an immediate neighbour of the person who faces the person from Bank of Maharashtra. II) Only one person sits between R and the person from PNB. Immediate neighbour of the person from PNB faces the person from Canara Bank. III) The person from UCO bank faces the person from Oriental Bank of Commerce. R is not from Oriental Bank of Commerce. P is not from PNB. P does not face the person from Bank of Maharashtra. IV) Q faces the person from Dena bank. The one who faces S sits to the immediate left of A. V) B does not sit at any of the extreme ends of the line. The person from Bank of Maharashtra does not face the person from Syndicate bank. 1) Which of the following is true regarding A? a) The person from UCO bank faces A. b) The person from Bank of Maharashtra is an immediate neighbour of A. c) A faces the person who sits second to right of R. d) A is from oriental Bank of Commerce . e) A sits at one of the extreme ends of the line. 2) Who is se ate d between R and the person from PNB ? a) The person from Oriental Bank of Commerce. b) P c) Q d) The person from Syndicate bank. e) S 3) Who amongst the following sit at extreme ends of the rows? a) D and the person from PNB. b) The person from Indian bank and UCO bank. c) The person form Dena bank and P. www.ibpsguide.com



d) The persons from Syndicate bank and D. e) Q 4) Who amongst the following faces the person from Bank of Maharashtra? a) The person from Indian bank. b) P c) R d) The person from syndicate bank. e) The person from canara bank. 5) P is related to Dena bank in the same way as B is related to PNB based on the given arrangement, Who amongst the following is D related to, following the same pattern ? a) Syndicate bank b) Canara bank c) Bank of maharashtra d) Indian bank e) Oriental bank of commerce Direction (6-10): Study the following information carefully and answer the given questions: A, B, C, D, E, F, G and H are sitting around a circle facing the centre but not necessarily in the same order. I) B sits second to left of H's husband. No female is an immediate neighbour of B. II) D's daughter sits second to right of F. F is the sister of G. F is not an immediate neighbour of H's Husband. III) Only one person sits between A and F. A is the father of G. H's brother D sits to the immediate left of H's mother. Only one person sits between H's mother and E. IV) Only one person sits between H and G. G is the mother of C. G is not an immediate neighbour of E. 6) What is the position of A with respect to his mother in - law ? a) Immediate left b) Third to the right c) Third to the left d) Second to the right e) Fourth to the left 7) Who amongst the following is D's daughter? a) B b) C c) E d) G e) H 8) What is the position of A with respect to his grand child? a) Immediate right b) Third to the right c) Third to the left d) Second to the left e) Fourth to the left 9) How many people sit between G and her uncle ?
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BASE INSTITUTE NAMAKKAL | www.ibpsguide.com a) One b) Two c) Three d) Four e) More than four d) Sahil - SDM - Businessman e) None of these 10) Which of the following is true with respect to the given' seating arrangement ? Direction (16 to 20): Study the following a) C is the cousin of E information carefully and answer the questions b) H and H's husband are immediate neighbours of given below: each other c) No female is an immediate neighbour of C Five friends L, M, P, Q, and R like five different types d) H sits third to left of her daughter of watches, viz Titan, Sonata, Q&Q, HMT and e) B is the mother of H Fastrack, five different types of cars, Viz WagonR, Alto, Santro, Swift and Micra and also five different types of pens, viz Linc, Reynolds, Parker, Cello and Directions (11-15): Study the following information Montex. carefully and answer the given questions. Seven friends Sahil, Ritu, Apoorv, Neha, Javed, Alka • Q likes WagonR but does not like Parker or HMT and Lucky studied in colleges DAV, SDM and IOP • L likes Sonata and Reynolds but he does not like and are currently in different professional namely, Micra. M likes Micra and Q&Q. Medicines, Fashion designing, Engineering, Business, • R likes Santro and Cello Acting, Teaching and Architecture (not necessarily in • The person who likes WagonR also likes Fastrack. the same order). At least two and not more than three • Linc pen is liked by the person who likes Swift and friends had studied in the same college. HMT. Apoory is an architect and studied in college SDM. Javed is not a businessman. Only lucky amongst the 16). Who among the following likes Montex pen? seven friends studied in college DAV along with a) P b) Q c) R d) M e) None of these Javed. Alka is an engineer and did not study in college SDM. Ritu is an actor and did not study in the same 17). Which of the following cars is likes by L? college as Alka. Sahil did not study in college IOP. a) Alto b) Micra c) Santro d) Swift Those who studied in college DAV are neither e) None of these Fashion designers nor teachers. None of those studied in college SDM is a teacher. 18). Who among the following like Parker pen and 11) Who amongst the following have studied in Fastrack respectively? a) L, Q b) R, P c) M, Q d) M, R college IOP? a) Ritu, Sahil b) Apoorv, Alka e) None of these c) Ritu, Neha, Alka d) Sahil, Neha e) Neha, Alka 19). Which of the following combinations is/are 12) Which of the following group represents the true? a) R – HMT – Swift – Linc students of college SDM? a) Apoorv, Javed, Lucky b) Q – Fastrack – WagonR – Montex b) Sahil, Apoorv, Neha c) M – Q&Q – Santro – Cello c) Sahil, Ritu, Apoory d) Only a) and c) are true d) Neha, Ritu, Apoory e) None of these e) None of these 20). Who among the following the wagonoR? a) L b) Q c) R d) Can’t be determined 13) What is the profession of Lucky? a) Engineering b) Business c) Medicines e) None of these d) Acting e) None of these Directions (21-23): Study the following information 14) Who amongst the following is in the profession carefully and answer the questions given below: A is 10m to the west of B and 12m to the north of C. of medicines? a) Javed b) Lucky c) Sahil d) Neha e) None of these D is to the southeast of A and to the northwest of E, who is 15m the east of C. G is 12m to the north of E. 15) Which of the following combination of person, college and profession is definitely correct? 21) B is in which direction and how far with a) Javed - DAV - Fashion Designing respect to G? b) Alka - DAV - Engineering a) 5m, west b) 10m, east c) 5m, east c) Neha - IOP - Teaching d) 10m, north e) None of the above www.ibpsguide.com
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BASE INSTITUTE NAMAKKAL | www.ibpsguide.com a) Son b) Daughter c) Son or Daughter d) Data inadequate e) None of these 22) G is in which direction with respect to C? a) North b) East c) Northeast d) Southeast e) None of the above 30) Q is brother of P. R is brother of P. S is father of R. T is wife of S. How is P related to T? a) Son b) Daughter c) Son or Daughter 23) D is which direction with respect to B? a) South b) Southeast c) Southwest d) Data inadequate e) None of these d) Can’t be determined e) None of the above Directions(31-35): In the following questions, the Directions (24-28): Study the following information symbols @, #, %, $ and * are used with the carefully and answer the questions given below: following meaning as illustrated below. There are nine persons viz. P, Q, R, S, T, U, V, W and Z are sitting around a circular table. Four of them are facing away from the centre while five are facing towards the centre. R is not the immediate neighbour of either T or U. Z is fifth to the left of W, who is immediate left of two people T and Q simultaneously. Z is exactly in the middle between P and R. W, Q and T sit together but one of them facing in different direction (either inward or outward) from others two. U is facing away from the centre, who is second to the right of both Z and W. V is fourth to the left of U and facing away from the centre. T is immediate right to U. 24) Who among the following sits second to the left of Z? a) S b) V c) Q d) T e) Other than given options 25) How many people sit between S and V counting clockwise from S? a) One b) Two c) None d) Four e) More than four 26) What is the position of R with respect to T? a) Third to the left b) Fourth to the right c) Fifth to the left d) Both (b) and (c) e) Other than given options 27) Four of the following five are alike in a certain way and so form a group. Which is the one that does not belong to that group? a) SV b) WQ c) PU d) RZ e) TW 28) Who among the following sits exactly between Q and V? a) S b) T c) R d) They are neighbour to each other e) Other than given options 29) Q is brother of P. R is brother of P. S is father of R. T is wife of S. How is P related to T? www.ibpsguide.com



‘A @ B’ means ‘A Is not smaller than B’ ‘A # B’ means ‘A is neither smaller than nor equal to B’ ‘A % B’ means ‘A is neither smaller than nor greater than B’ ‘A $ B’ means ‘A is not greater than B’ ‘A * B’ means ‘A is neither greater than nor equal to B’ Give answer 1) : If only conclusion 1 is true Give answer 2) : If only conclusion 2 is true Give answer 3) : If either conclusion 1 or 2 is true Give answer 4) : If neither conclusion 1 nor 2 is true Give answer 5) : If both conclusions 1 and 2 are true 31) Statements: M%N, N$O, O*P, K$L, L*M Conclusion: (i) P#K (ii) N#K 32) Statements: C%D, E*F, A#B, D@E, B#C Conclusion: (i) A*F (ii) D@F 33) Statements: C%D, E*F, A#B, D@E, B#C Conclusion: (i) A@F (ii) A*F 34) Statements: X@Y, V$W, U*V, W*X, Y%Z Conclusion: (i) X#U (ii)Z@U 35) Statements: M%N, N$O, O*P, K$L, L*M Conclusion: (i) N%K
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BASE INSTITUTE NAMAKKAL | www.ibpsguide.com (ii) P#K support has been reduced. This change in the structure of grants has also to be viewed in the context of a restructuring of Centrally sponsored schemes (CSS). ENGLISH LANGUAGE Despite this emphasis on restructuring and Directions (36-45): Read the following passage recommendations made by various committees in this carefully and answer the questions given below. regard, nothing much has happened on the ground. In Certain words/phrases have been printed in bold to fact, CSS and other conditional grants as a percentage help you locate them. of GDP have increased from 0.67 per cent in 2000-01 The Fourteenth Finance Commission’s to 1.39 per cent in 2015-16. Post the 14th recommendation to increase tax devolution to 42 per Commission’s recommendation, the reduction in cent of the shareable pool of taxes has increased the grants to accommodate a large increase in tax flow of untied resources (or resources transferred devolution — of which many are CSS — is certainly a without condition) to States. Estimates shows that post step in the right direction. However, this reduction in the 14th commission award, the untied statutory grants in quantum without clarity on the design, transfers would be more than 70 per cent of the architecture and sharing pattern between the Union aggregate resource transfers from the Union to the and States has the following implications for States: a) States. Although this increase in the share of untied reducing the share of contribution of the Centre to funds is a marked improvement in the structure of a CSS has the potential to reduce untied fiscal space transfer away from a conditional to an unconditional available from higher tax devolution as States have to one, it is time that attention is paid to reform the make a higher contribution to these schemes now; b) transfer system by focussing on non-Finance this reduction does not automatically imply that States Commission transfer to enable States to effectively are insulated from the conditionalities and ‘one size utilise the enhanced untied fiscal space. This can only fits all’ CSS intervention and the uncertainties be done by reforming the coverage, content and associated with CSS fund flow. architecture of the non-Finance Commission transfers In the last decade, the proliferation of big-ticket CSS and a further consolidation of schemes. This article has emerged as the key fiscal strategy to transfer discusses this important issue and provides a possible grants to States to achieve a certain outcome in a way forward keeping in view the recommendations specific sector, especially in health, education, made by the 14th commission in this regard. agriculture and rural development. Though the money A major issue, post Budget 2015-16, is the sharp allocated under CSS has declined, these schemes, if decline in allocations to the social sector in the form not reduced in numbers, and, in many cases, of various conditional grants to the States. This consolidated and restructured, may result in States decline has happened to accommodate a large increase having to fund these schemes with a higher matching in tax devolution. As per the Budget estimates, contribution. And, they may have to bear the same enhanced tax devolution should result in an increase burden of CSS conditionalities, reducing fiscal in the flow of untied funds to the tune of Rs.1,86,150 autonomy and the available untied fiscal space. crore and a reduced flow of grants to the tune of Restructuring is not only important from the Rs.87,730 crore. This decline in grants has happened perspective of State finances. It is also about getting in two categories: in a specified list of schemes where the expenditure priorities right for both the Union and the Centre’s contribution has been reduced, implying the State governments. As articulated in the 14th a corresponding increase in contribution by the States commission’s report, “between 2002-05 and 2005-11, and for a set of schemes where Central support has revenue expenditure by the Union Government on been withdrawn. Important schemes in the first State List subjects increased from an average of 14 per category are the Rashtriya Krishi Vikas Yojana, the cent to 20 per cent, and on Concurrent List subjects Integrated Child Development Services (ICDS), from an average of 13 per cent to 17 per cent. This Swacch Bharat Abhiyaan and allocation implies a reduction in expenditure, in percentage for elementary education under the midday meal terms, on Union List subjects. Expenditure functions schemes and the Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan (SSA) under the Union List fall predominantly under financed by the Gross Budgetary Support (GBS). General and Economic Services. The share of Major schemes delinked from Central support are the expenditure on these has progressively declined from Jawaharlal Nehru National Urban Renewal Mission, 66.3 per cent in 2001-02 to 53.2 per cent in 2014the Backward Regions Grant Fund and Normal 15(BE).” One of the primary reasons for this is the Central Assistance. The Union Budget does not proliferation of CSS, especially in the social sector provide the details of the additional contributions and on right-based spending. For better service States have to make for schemes where Central delivery outcome, these need to change as most of www.ibpsguide.com
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BASE INSTITUTE NAMAKKAL | www.ibpsguide.com these functions are primarily in the functional domain 40)What is the synonym of the word of the States. The Union government should move its “proliferation”? focus from spending on overlapping functional 1) Assiduous domain to subjects that squarely fall in the functional 2) Apprise domain of the Union, as in the Union List, and limit 3) Anarchy 4) Escalation its intervention on the ‘State List’ and ‘Concurrent List’ on subjects of national priority having a 5) Ambivalence consideration of externality. 41)What does the author mean by the phrase 36) Choose and appropriate title for the passage. “limit its intervention on the ‘State List’ and 1) Income-Expenditure ‘Concurrent List’”? 2) Tax and All 1) Govt. should Intervene the states whenever there is 3) Getting Federal Transfers Rights something wrong that a state cannot handle. 4) It’s All About Economy 2) Should check the amount of interference in states 5) No One Cares jurisdictions and common jurisdictions. 3) Should limit the revenue expenditure in the matters of State and Concurrent List. 37) Which of the following is true according to the 4) Should be concerned about the happenings in the passage? A) Post Budget 15-16, there is the sharp decline in country. allocations to the social sector in the form of various 5) None of these conditional grants to the States. B) Major schemes delinked from Central support are 42) What is the synonym of the word “squarely”, the Jawaharlal Nehru National Urban Renewal according to the passage? Mission, Rashtriya Krishi Vikas Yojana etc. 1) Entirely 2) Square in shape 3) Craven C) Between 2002-05 and 2005-11, the revenue 4) conundrum 5) None of these expenditure by Union Government on State List subjects increased from an average of 14 per cent to 43) What is the synonym of the word 20 per cent “predominantly”? 1) All A, B and C 1) preponderantly 2) Mainly 3) Primarily 2) A and B 4) All of the above 5) None of these 3) B and C 4) A and C 44) What is the antonym of the word 5) None is true “elementary”? 1) Basic 2) Rudimentary 3) Fundamental 4) All of the above 5) None of these 38) What are the different schemes that is not delinked from central support? 1) Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan 45) What is the antonym of the word “devolution”? 2) Jawaharlal Nehru National Urban Renewal Mission 1) Decentralisation 2) Transfer 3) Surrender 3) Backward Regions Grant Fund 4) All of the above 5) None of the above 4) Normal Central Assistance 5) All of the above Directions (46-50): In the following passage there are blanks, each of which has been numbered. 39) What does the author suggest to the Union These numbers are printed below the passage and Government about the intervention in State or against each five words are suggested, one of which Concurrent List? fits the blank appropriately. Find out the 1) The author suggested the Union Govt. to take the appropriate words. matter seriously and act accordingly. 2) To convey clear message to states to act against the At the core of the privatisation debate is the tax defaulters. key (46) of labour (47) One of the long-standing 3) To reduce their interference in the domain that demands of industry, both Indian and foreign, has comes under state list and concurrent list been to (48) labour laws as (49) under the Industrial 4) All of above Disputes Act. These laws do not allow industry to 5) None of above reward merit and punish non-performers. Also, in the (50) of an economic slowdown or shifting market preferences, they do not permit a downsizing of the www.ibpsguide.com
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BASE INSTITUTE NAMAKKAL | www.ibpsguide.com work force. Ideally, industry should be free to contract or expand with changing technology, competition and 54) Apples' CEO Tim Cook will visit (a)/India later obsolescence. this week and (b)/is likely to meet Prime Minister Narendra Modi , as the iPhone maker seeks to cash 46) (c)/ in on the "huge potential" in (d)/the world's a) role b) emergence c) reality d) task e) issue second largest smartphone market. a) Apples' CEO Tim Cook will visit 47) b) India later this week and a) reforms b) agenda c) concerning d) manpower c) is likely to meet Prime Minister Narendra Modi , as e) stigma the iPhone maker seeks to cash d) in on the "huge potential" in 48) e) No error a) hold b) freeze c) refrain d) relax e) challenge 55) For the first time, (a)/ wheel chairs is been 49) provide in (b)/all booths to help elderly(c)/ and a) defined b) sentenced c) generated d) initiated the disabled. (d) e) subjected a) For the first time, b) wheel chairs is been provide in 50) c) all booths to help elderly a) resurgence b) event c) advent d) aftermath d) and the disabled. e) miracle e) No error Directions (51-55): Find out the error in each of the following sentences, if any. If there is no error, the answer is ‘e’. 51) Zaheer Khan’s men would have (a)/ to curb their (b)/ inconsistent run as (c) the tournament approaches its business end.(d) a) Zaheer Khan’s men would have b) to curb their c) inconsistent run as d) the tournament approaches its business end. e) No error 52) I had no idea (a)/that I was suppose to deduct 1% (b)/of the value of the house(c)/ and deposit the amount with the government on behalf of the seller.(d) a) I had no idea b) that I was suppose to deduct 1% c) of the value of the house d) and deposit the amount with the government on behalf of the seller. e) No error 53) Till two years ago,(a)/ TDS kicked in when the interest (b)/from deposits made in one bank (c)/branch exceeded Rs 10,000 in a (d)/financial year. a) Till two years ago, b) TDS kicked in when the interest c) from deposits made in one bank d) branch exceeded Rs 10,000 in a e) No error www.ibpsguide.com



Directions (56-60). Rearrange the following five sentences (A), (B), (C), (D) and (E) in the proper sequence to form a meaningful paragraph; then answer the questions given below them. (A)The excessive use of deep bore wells to extract groundwater has eroded the capacity of aquifers to replenish. (B)This, however, is an incomplete explanation. Water scarcity — in both surface and ground water — is also the result of failure to regulate water extraction, storage, wastage and patterns of use. (C)Preparation for drought and ipso facto for a deficit in annual rainfall must go beyond mitigation and include steps to address this man-made scarcity. (D)Drought is attributed to rainfall deficit in several States, suggesting that meteorological and natural factors are primarily responsible for the phenomenon. (E)Apart from the issue of bore wells, poor reservoir management has led to silt accumulation, among other issues limiting water storage. 56)Which of the following would be the fifth sentence? a) A b) B c) C d) D e) E 57) Which of the following would be the second sentence? a) A b) B c) C d) D e) E 58) Which of the following would be the first sentence?
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59) Which of the following would be the third sentence? a) A b) B c) C d) D e) E 60) Which of the following would be the fourth sentence? a) A b) B c) C d) D e) E Directions(61-65): In each of the following sentences there are two blank spaces. Below each sentence there are five pair of words denoted by numbers 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5. Find out which pair of words can be filled up in the blanks in the sentence in the same sequence to make the sentence meaningfully complete. 61) He objected to the proposal because it was founded on a ________ principle and also was ________ at times. a) faulty , desirable b) imperative , reasonable c) wrong , inconvenient d) sound , acceptable e) conforming , deplorable 62) The criterion for ________ a player should be based on his recent performance; but unfortunately, the journalists are ________ to be carried away by earlier successes. a) condemning , satisfying b) judging , prone c) revealing , reluctant d) eager , acclaiming e) criticising , clean



66) Expenditure of A in 1994 and 1995 are Rs. 12lak and Rs.14lak. What was the total income of A in 1994 and 1995 together ? A) Rs.40.8L B) Rs.40.4L C) Rs.44L D) Rs.46.4L E) None of these 67) Ratio of Expenditure of Companies A and B in 1993 was 4:5. What was the ratio of their incomes in the same year ? A) 58:75 B) 75:58 C) 78:55 D) 72:55 E) None of these 68) Total Expenditure of company B in all the years together was Rs.125L. What was the total income of the company in all the years together? A) Rs.185L B) Rs,.520L C) Rs.250L D) Cannot be determined E) None of these



63) For the last half century he ________ himself to public affairs ________ taking a holiday. a) by , committed b) after , offered c) devoted , without d) sacrificed , after e) prepared , before



69) If the incomes of the B in 1992 and 1993 were in the ratio 3:4, Find the ratio of Expenditures of that company in these 2 years ? A) 48:55 B) 42:53 C) 58:45 D) 45:58 E) None of these



64) You will see signs of ________ everywhere, which speak well for the ________ of these people. a) decoration, senses b) clear , debris c) beauty , careful d) industry , prosperity e) repairs, extravaganza



70) If the expenditure of A and B in 1991 were equal and total income of A and B was Rs. 116L, what was the total expenditure of A and B in the same years ? A) Rs.84L B) Rs.83L C) Rs.80L D) Rs.40L E) None of these



65) The police arrested Ramesh on a ________ of theft but for lack of evidence ________ him. a) crime ,imprisoned b) punished , complaint c) left ,condition d) tip , absconding e) charge , released



Direction(71-75):Study the following information to answer the given questions



QUANTITATIVE APTITUDE Study the following information to answer the given questions: www.ibpsguide.com
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81) x3 – 4x2 – 9x + 36 = 0 y3 + y2 + y – 3 = 0 A. X > Y B. X < Y C. X ≥ Y D. X ≤ Y E. X = Y or relation cannot be established 82) x3 + 10x2 + 27x + 18 = 0 y3 + 9y2 + 23y + 15 = 0 A. X > Y B. X < Y C. X ≥ Y D. X ≤ Y E. X = Y or relation cannot be established 71) What is the average no of candidates qualified from state S over the given years ? A)115.7 B)117.5 C)157.5 D)155.7 E) None of these



83) x3 – 4x2 + 5x – 2 = 0 y³ + 7y2 + 14y + 8 = 0 A. X > Y B. X < Y C. X ≥ Y D. X ≤ Y E. X = Y or relation cannot be established



72) Percentage of candidates qualified over appeared in 1993 is the highest for which of the following state except R? A)U B)T C)Q D)R E) None of these



84) x2 – (16)2 = (23)2 – 56 y1/3 – 55 + 376 = (18)2 A. X > Y B. X < Y C. X ≥ Y D. X ≤ Y E. X = Y or relation cannot be established



73) Approximately what is the percentage of candidates qualified & over appeared from all 6 states together in 1991 ? A)85.90% B)84.76% C)87.03% D)83.07% E) None of these



85) √36x + √64 = 0 √81y + (4)2 = 0 A. X > Y B. X < Y C. X ≥ Y D. X ≤ Y E. X = Y or relation cannot be established



74) Which year the Percentage of candidates qualified over appeared is low in the State P ? A) 1991 B)1996 C)1994 D)1993 E) None of these 75) Total no of candidates qualified in the year 1996 ? A)650 B)860 C)750 D)720 E) None of these Direction(76-80): What will come in the place of question mark 76) 35 118 280 600 ? 2504 5036 A. 1364 B. 1236 C. 1362 D. 1361 E. None of these



86) (29.8% of 260) + (60.01% of 510) – 103.57 = ? A. 450 B. 320 C. 210 D. 280 E. None of these 87) (21.98)² – (25.02)² + (13.03)² = ? A. 85 B. 25 C. 75 D. 65 E. None of these 88) (0.064)*(0.4)7 = (0.4)? * (0.0256)2 A. 7 B. 2 C. 8 D. 3 E. None of these 89) 572 ÷ 26 * 12 – 200 = (2)? A. 5 B. 6 C. 8 D. 7 E. None of these 90) 350% of ? ÷ 50 + 248 = 591 A. 4700 B. 4900 C. 4100 D. 4600 E. None of these



77) 18 119 708 ? 14136 42405 A. 3434 B. 3535 C. 3636 D. 3737 E. None of these 78) 5 7.5 11.25 17.5 ? 50 A. 28.75 B. 26.50 C. 27.50 D. 28.25 E. None of these 79) 264 262 271 243 ? A. 302 B. 304 C. 306 D. 308 E. None of these 80) 1.5 2.5 7 24 100 ? A. 500 B. 504 C. 505 D. 503 E. None of these www.ibpsguide.com



Directions(86-90): What will come in the place of question mark



91. A pipe can empty a tank in 40 minutes. A second pipe with diameter twice much as that of the first is also attached with the tank to empty it. The two together can empty the tank in ; a) 8.5 minutes b) 13.33 minutes c) 30 minutes d) 8 minutes e) None of these 92. A can do 1/2 of a piece of work in 5 days. B can do 3/5 of the same work in 9 days and C can do 2/3
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